Cementing Engineer / Drilling Engineer
Zhaikmunai LLP, part of Nostrum Oil & Gas, an independent multi-field oil and gas company engaging in the
production, development and exploration of oil and gas in the pre-Caspian Basin, is looking for a Cementing
Engineer / Drilling Engineer
KEY RESPONSIBILITIES
 Demonstrate Safety Leadership. Ensure the work is performed in a safe and efficient manner
 Work with Drilling Engineers in planning for future drill wells (writing cementing programs) and
performing surveillance on active cementing operations
 Steward overall performance of cementing vendors
 Steward lab testing of cement slurries.
 Ensure lab equipment is in good working condition, properly calibrated and certified where needed.
Ensure daily that all cementing associated equipment at site is operating when needed, is in good working
condition, is properly calibrated and certified where needed
 Ensure slurry properties are correctly analyzed and that recommended chemical additions to correct any
deficiencies are justified
 Ensure the accuracy of the cementing post job report
 Ensure material is properly marked and material data sheets for each product are maintained and readily
available
 Ensure inventory management for materials, equipment spares and tank utilization are provided daily to
the Company’s location supervisor representative
 Trouble shoot cementing operation. Track and close out non-conformance reports
 Support drilling Engineering team and get involved in drilling engineering to grow into a multifunctional
role as cement engineer / drilling engineer
 Focus on new technology implementations
QUALIFICATION, EXPERIENCE, REQUIREMENTS
 Demonstrate leadership with no tolerance for safety violations
 Ability to work in team environment
 Proven track record in similar cementing operations - exploration and appraisal work for deep wells
between 4500 - 6000m and high deviated / horizontal wells
 Minimum 5+ years of experience with cementing service companies and operators
 Verbal and written English and good reporting skills.
 Conversant with applicable software for cement job stimulation and planning as well as hand mark WE
applications
 Valid Medical Certificate
 Valid H²S certification
 Valid certificate of Regulations and Rules of RoK
EMPLOYMENT TERMS
 Starting date: June-2019
 Duration: 2019-2020
 Working schedule: rotation, tbd
 Location: RoK, WKO, Uralsk Main office/field
 Salary: negotiable

Please apply via Employment page at http://nostrumoilandgas.com

